GREEK AUTHORS.

ACHILLES TATIUS. Tr. by S. Garbe.

AESCHINES. Tr. by C. D. Armini.

AESCHYLUS. Tr. by H. W. Parry. 2 Vols. Vol. I.

APOLLODORUS. Tr. by Sir James G. Frazer. 3 Vols.

APOLLONIUS RHODIUS. Tr. by E. C. Saffrey. (12th Impression.)

THE APOSTOLIC FATHERS. Tr. by Kiiropp Lakin. 2 Vols.

AUGUSTUS. Tr. by H. White. 2 Vols.

CALLIMACHUS AND LYKOPHORUS. Tr. by A. W. Manuel, and J. A. G. Wilson. (2nd Impression.)

CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA. Tr. by Rev. G. W. Butterworth.

DAPHNIS AND CHLOE: Thucydides’s Translations revised by J. M. Edmonds and Partenius. Tr. by C. Garle.

DIO CASSIUS: ROMAN HISTORY. Tr. by E. Cary. 4 Vols. Vols. I to VII.

DORIPHILUS. Tr. by A. S. Way. 4 Vols. (Vols. I, II and IV reprinted.)

EPIPHANUS: On the Natural Faculties. Tr. by A. J. Bock.

THE GREEK ANTHOLOGY. Tr. by W. R. Paton. 3 Vols. (Vols. I, II and III reprinted.)

THE GREEK BIOLOGICAL POEMS (THEOCRITUS, BION, MOSCHUS). Tr. by J. M. Edmonds. (3rd Impression.)

HERODOTUS. Tr. by A. B. Galbraith. 10 Vols.

HESIOD AND THE ECLOGIC HYMNS. Tr. by H. G. Evelyn White. (3rd Impression.)

HIPPOCRATES, TRAITE DE LA VIE. Tr. by W. H. S. Jones. 4 Vols. Vols. I and II.

HOMER: ODYSSEY. Tr. by A. T. Murray. 3 Vols. (2nd Impression.)

HOMER: Iliad. Tr. by William Carew Wright. 3 Vols.

HOGAN, Trans. by A. H. Harmsworth. 2 Vols. Vols. I and II.

LYRA GEORGETA. Tr. by J. M. Edmonds. 2 Vols. Vols. I and II.

MARCUS AURELIUS. Tr. by C. R. Halsey. (3rd Impression.)

MENTENER. Tr. by E. G. Alymer.

PAUSANIAS: DESCRIPTION OF GREECE. Tr. by W. H. S. Jones. 2 Vols. Vols. I and II.

PHILOLAIUS. THE LIFE OF APOLLODORUS OF TYANA. Tr. by F. C. Croce. 2 Vols. (4th Impression.)

PHILOSTRATUS AND RAUSMAS. LIVES OF THE SOPHISTS. Tr. by W. G. Ascher Wright.

PINDAR. Tr. by Sir J. E. Sanford. (3rd Impression.)

PLATO: EUTHYPSRUS, APOLLODORUS, CRITO, PHAEDO, PHAEDRUS, SYMPOSIUM. Tr. by E. Cary. 2 Vols. Vol. I.

PLATO: THEAREXUS AND SOPHIST. Tr. by H. N. Fowler.


PLAUTUS. 3 Vols. Vols. I, II and III.


QUINTUS SMYRNAEUS. Tr. by A. S. Way. (1st Impression.)

SCOPUS. Tr. by F. Scott. 3 Vols. (Vol. I, 2nd Impression.)

ST. JOHN DAMASCENE: BARLAAM AND IOASAPH. Tr. by the Rev. G. B. Woodhead and Margaret Macaulay.

STRABO: GEOGRAPHY. Tr. by Hon. L. Jones. 1 Vols.

THEOPHRASTUS: ENQUIRY INTO PLANTS. Tr. by Sir Arthur Hocart.

THUCYDIDES. Tr. by C. F. Smith. 2 Vols.

TERTULLIAN: CYRILSARIS. Tr. by Walter Miller. 2 Vols.

THEODORICUS: CRITILOUS, AND SYMPOSIUM. Tr. by C. C. Brownson and O. J. Todd. 4 Vols.

XENOPHON: MEMORABILIA AND OECOCHRONICUS. Tr. by E. C. Marchant.

IN PREPARATION

GREEK AUTHORS.

ARISTOPHANES, Benjamin Bickley Rogers.

ARISTOTLE, NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, H. Rackham.

ARISTOTLE, ORGANON, W. M. L. Hamilton.

ARISTOTLE, POETICS, AND LONGINUS, W. Hamilton Pye.

ARISTOTLE, POLITICS AND ATHENIAN CONSTITUTION, Edward Coppi.

ARISTOTLE, RHETORIC, J. Freese.

ATHENAEUS, C. B. Griffith.


DEMONSTHENES, PRIVATE ORATIONS, G. M. Colburn.

DIO CRYSTOSOM, W. E. Waters.

DIODES LAERTIUS, R. D. Hils.

EPICURUS, W. A. Oldfather.

EUSEBIUS, Kiriopp Lakin.

GREEK IAMBIC AND ELEGIC POETS, E. D. Perry.

HOMER, HIAID, A. T. Murray.

ISOCRATES, G. Norin.

MANETHO, S. de Rolli.

PAPYRI, A. S. Hunt.

PHILOSTRATUS, IMAGINES, Arthur Falbeaux.

PLATO, CRATYLIUS, PAJAMENIDES, HIPPIAS MAJOR, HIPPIAS MINOR, H. N. Fowler.


PLATO, LAWS, R. G. Bury.

PLATO, SYMPOSIUM, CORGISAS, W. R. M. Lamb.


PLATO, POLITEUS, PHILELUS, SON, H. N. Fowler.

PLATO, REPUBLIC, Paul Shorey.

PLUTARCH, MORA/AL, F. C. Bolden.

ST. BASIL, LETTERS, R. J. Deferrari.

SEXATUS EMPIRICUS, A. C. Peacock.

THEOPHRASTUS: CHARACTERS, HEROIGAS, CERCIDAS, ETC., E. D. HEBE.

XENOPHON, SCRIPTA MINORA, E. C. Marchant.
Latin Authors.

AULUS GELLIUS, J. C. Rolfe.
BEDE, ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, Rev. H. F. Stewart.
CICERO, AD FAMILIARES, W. Glyn Williams.
CICERO, CATILINE ORATIONES, B. I. Ulmann.
CICERO, DE NATURA DEORUM, H. Rackham.
CICERO, DE ORATORI, ORATOR, BRUTUS, Charles Sturmdorf.
CICERO, DE REPUBLICA AND DE LEGIBUS, Clinton Keys.
CICERO, VIRGIL, •., T. C. Keswick.
CICERO, PHILIPPUS, W. C. Raw.
CICERO, PRO CIRCIA, PRO LEGE MANILIA, PRO CLUENTIO.
•
PRO RARIUS, H. Grace Hodgins.
CICERO, TUSCULAN DISPUTATIONS, Sir J. G. Frazer.
CICERO, VERRINE ORATIONES, L. H. G. Greenwood.
FRONTINIUS, DE AQUIS AND STRATEGEMATA, C. E. Bennett.
HORACE, EPISTLES AND SATIRES, H. F. Fairclough.
LUCAN, S. Edmonsh.
LUCRETIUS, W. H. D. Reeve.
OVID, FASTI, Sir J. G. Frazer.
ST. AUGUSTINE, MINOR WORKS, Rev. P. Wicklend.
SENECA, MORAL ESSAYS, J. W. Bacon.
TACITUS, ANNALS, John Jackson.
TACITUS, HISTORIES, C. H. Moore.
VALENIUS PLACUS, A. F. Scholfield.
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